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“If cuts to the program are necessary, the committee recommends that the first approach should be descoping or
delaying Flagship missions. Changes to the New Frontiers or Discovery programs should be considered only if
adjustments to Flagship missions cannot solve the problem. And high priority should be placed on preserving
funding for research and analysis programs and for technology development. “ (Vision and Voyages)
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What is R&A?

NOTE: V&V recommended FY13=1.05FY11,
then 1.5% above inflation each year
thereafter (thin lines).

During the NRC Midterm Assessment on the last
Planetary Decadal Survey (V&V), NASA was
challenged a couple of times on the extent to
which it complied with the recommendation on
Research and Analysis (R&A) funding. In
response, NASA ended up submitting three very
different funding profiles.
Different funding profiles from one month to the
next were possible because past Decadal Surveys
have never defined what comprised “R&A”
programs. It was just assumed everyone knew!
The current Decadal Survey needs to explicitly
define what is and is not included when it refers
to “R&A”.

Proposal:
Research and Analysis programs fund openly competed proposals
for basic research and mission data analysis.
R&A does not include:
Mission development and support [this should be funded by
mission programs, e.g., SmallSats]
Instrumentation/technology development [for which the Decadal
Survey (V&V) made a separate rec of 6-8% PSD mission budget]
Research internally funded by the agency [which by definition is
not openly competed, e.g., ISFM, SERA]

Over the past year, I have been building up a detailed budget for the NASA Planetary Science Division through a
series of FOIA requests, focusing on FY17-FY20. Information started coming in two weeks ago, and into this week.
Budget information for previous years was obtained for specific programs over a number of years, again primarily
through the FOIA process. (210303_mvs_foia_psd_budget.xlsx)
Applying the proposed definition for R&A, it is clear that there are R&A programs in mission lines (filled)

By definition, it is also clear that there are programs in research lines that are NOT R&A (not filled!)
The current Decadal
needs to apply its
definition against
every program
element in the PSD
budget to provide
the guideline for that
application to NASA.

NASA NEEDS TO BE TRANSPARENT
NASA PSD should publish its budget after every fiscal year at a level of detail no less than what I am providing to the
Survey. Budgets may need further granularity for some programs (e.g., research and tech tasks for PSTAR, research
and facility tasks for NEOO).
NASA should also publish an assessment every year of its compliance with any Decadal Survey funding
recommendations regarding R&A. In combination with detailed budget information, this will allow for open review
by the planetary community and build much needed confidence in the agency.
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NASA’s compliance with the R&A recommendation by the last
Decadal Survey (V&V) is POOR (~2/3 rec funding level).

Decadal rec

Proposed
R&A Model 1 – excludes PSPs/GIPs, NAI, NLSI/SSERVI
R&A Model 2 – excludes PSPs/GIPs, includes NAI, NLSI/SSERVI
R&A Model 3 – includes PSPs/GIPs, NAI, NLSI/SSERVI
NOTE: When R&A budgets shrink, the reduction
comes primarily out of funds for new awards with
about three times the impact.

SUMMARY
1) The Decadal Survey needs to explicitly define R&A and identify
those programs that meet and do not meet its criteria.
2) NASA PSD needs to be transparent, annually reporting
detailed budget information for independent public
assessment of compliance with decadal funding
recommendations for R&A.
3) NASA did not meet the R&A funding recommendation from
the last Decadal Survey (V&V).

